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Documentary, Scholarly, or
Historical, Editing
Small community of historians who work to publish
primary source materials.
• Earliest editions of Founding Fathers begun in
1950s with slow expansion to include broader
figures.
• Most published multi-volume comprehensive
editions of “great white men.”
• Include transcriptions of primary sources with
annotation that helps contextualize the
documents.
• Teams work for years to produce these projects
whose content should last for generations.

Women’s Projects
In the 1970s and 1980s women’s projects
began


Limited number of projects began.



No comprehensive books; instead the
“microfilm ghetto” and short, highly
selected book editions.

Digitizing Editions


Early efforts focused on digitizing the
already published Founding Era
volumes.



Published by the University of Virginia’s
electronic imprint, Rotunda as The
American Founding Era.



As new volumes were published, they
are added to the digital edition.



Free limited version, Founder’s Online,
created later.



Not the best model going forward.

Two Editions of Women’s Papers


Margaret Sanger Papers



Jane Addams Papers



Founded in 1987



Founded in 1975



245 reel microfilm of 95,000
documents



82-reel microfilm



6 volume book edition
planned, 2 published



Years covered 1860-1935




4 volume book edition of
about 1,000 documents.
Years covered 1900-1966

Challenges




Copyright



Funding



Public domain



Institution



Fair Use



Federal Grants



Private foundations and donations

Scale
Technology



Number of documents



Whether you will include all



Options



Variety of materials.



Institutional Support



Open source



Margaret Sanger Papers


Began in 2003.



Includes about 1,200 documents
in transcribed form.



Each transcription is encoded
using XML to identify parts of the
document, regularize them, and
then search for them.



Currently quite unattractive!

XML - Extensible Markup Language
The Good
 Extremely flexible and portable
 Extremely powerful
 Can encode multiple versions of a
text
 Can be reused easily
 Allows very detailed searches
The Bad
 Sharp learning curve.
 Difficult to work with when editing and
proofreading
 Difficult to publish without programming
skills.
And it is ugly.

XML and Editing


Looks like HTML, but it is doing something
different.



XML gets at the meaning of a word, not just
what it should look like.



You can pack lots of information within the
transcription and then later use it to search
texts.



Depending on encoding, texts have
different meanings.

Example:
I saw Washington, it was fabulous!
I saw <place reg=“Washington,
DC”>Washington</place>, and it
was fabulous!
I saw <person reg=“Washington,
George”>Washington</person>
and it was fabulous!

XML and Editing
Examples:
Encoding is designed to capture the following:


Metadata about the document



The structure of the document



The content of the document



The function of words in the document



The editorial process of creating the
document



The context of the document.

<p>He said to meet us at <unclear
sameAs=”Maltow”>Malthoo</unclear>
Street.</p>

<gap extent=“one page”
reason=“missing”>
<placeName
type=”house”>Baymeath</placeName>,
<placeName type=“city”>Bar
Harbor</placeName> <placeName
type=“state”>Maine</placeName>

XML and Editing
Encoding can also make your transcriptions
dance.


You can let readers choose to see the
original version of the text or the regularized.



You can have identifications for words
appear when you hover over them.



You can provide translations for words in the
encoding.



You can embed several draft versions of a
document in one transcription that can
allow readers to toggle between versions.

Examples:
<choice>
<orig>favour</orig>
<reg>favor</reg>
</choice>

Using XML
How do you determine how much to encode?


Don’t just do it because there is a tag or attribute for it.



If it won’t be used to drive your presentation of the
document, searches, or other research function,
consider leaving it out.



The more complex your tagging, the longer it will take to
do.



Use templates to start documents off with most of the
encoding in place and valid.

Sanger Project’s use of XML


We used the Text Encoding Initiative Guidelines (tei.org)



We decided to encode mostly for content, not appearance.





We wanted subject access, when people, places, titles, or organizations were mentioned
in the text.



We wanted to be able to search by title, date, type of document (speech, articles, etc.),
and in what journal it was published.

We decided to correct misspellings to make the searches more accurate. We
could have encoded two versions, but chose not to.


Rationale was that many documents were published and errors were often not Sanger’s.

Search screens

Challenges of XML


Programming knowledge is helpful



Publication platforms are
challenging



Harder to see what your documents
look like while you are working on
them.



Changing guidelines. TEI P4, P5, and
soon P6.



In many ways it is overkill if you
don’t use the higher-end features.

Jane Addams Papers


Began in 2015



Includes both images and
transcriptions of about 22,000 letters,
and writings.



Uses short identifications of people,
organizations and events to provide
context.



Uses maps and tags to aid searches



Uses Omeka, a collections
management platform that employs
Dublin Core metadata.

Goals for digitization


Digitizing portions of microfilm



Transcription to make the documents more
accessible.



Building encyclopedia-like references to
Addams’s world.



Use of standard metadata scheme allows us to
export the data as XML for sharing and reuse.



Welcome collaboration through crowdsourcing
and exhibits.



Taking an “off the shelf” platform and
customizing it for the needs of scholarly editors.

Omeka


Open-source, produced by George Mason
University’s Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and
New Media



Relies on relational databases to describe and link
records



Has an extremely easy web publication process
(click a button)



Built in searches



Easy data entry



Plugins allow customization of your site



Omeka.org vs. Omeka.net vs. Omeka-S

Omeka


Much simpler transcription capability



Limits on what you can do with web
presentation



HTML produces a WYSIWYG transcription
that you can easily see both in this admin
view and by pressing a button, with the
public theme applied.



Works better combined with images.

Transcription


Enables searches



Broadens accessibility



Can be less complex because
images are provided alongside
the transcription



Use some symbols to indicate
inserted text, brackets to indicate
where we have changed spellings
or guessed at word.

Identifications


We have already found over 2,500 individual
people who wrote to Addams, received a letter
from her, or was mentioned in a document.



Aside from biographical information, we also link all
mentions of a person to the biographical page.



These serve as annotations for the digital edition.


References between documents are tracked (drafts,
enclosures, replies)



Relationships between events, organizations and
people are tracked (member of, participated in)

Plugins


Omeka has a range of plugins


Geolocation – creates a map



Item Relations – builds links
between items that you design



Curator Monitor – allows control
over the process of publishing
materials.

Subjects and Tags


You can build a list of subjects and tags to chunk
items into different groupings.



We have some overlap between the two, but have
tried with tags to use larger categories that can
cover both the documents and the identifications.



We have broken down the subjects relating to Jane
Addams and Hull-House into narrower terms,
because there are so many of them. This enables a
book-like search.



We also used occupation as a way to browse
individuals.

Future Expansions


Crowdsourcing transcriptions



Crowdsourcing rating items



Digital exhibits drawn from the edition



Text mining and topic modeling plugins



Who knows?

Editing and Digital Humanities


Audience broadens and we need to
adapt to their needs.



Platforms change over time and you
need to chose them carefully and with
a sure sense of your materials.



Must be ready to pivot and include
new tools as they arrive and become
popular.

